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Abstract

The CNEN Italian activities concerning the resonance region of the 

neutron cross sections are shortly summarized.

Some critical questions and needs are also pointed out, involving 

the experimental and theoretical analysis of the resonances and the 

problems of the multilevel representation.

1. PRESENT STATUS AND FORMALISMS USED

The activity of the CNHN Nuclear Data Croup for the evaluation of neu

tron cross sections in the resonance region includes some studies on the 

multilevel formalism and its consequences in the calculations of the Doppler 

effect in fast reactors.

The shielding effect among resonances of fissile and fertile materials 
was early studied in connection with the problem of th»î temperature varia

tion of the resonance integral. A two-level formula vas adopted for the 
case of two interfering résonances of the fissile material overlapping with 

one resonance of the fertile material.

The temperature variation of tlie resonance Integral resulted to be 
not very largely influenced by the formalism [l] . However, the calculation 

with a two-level formalism showed that the change in the resonance integral 
due to the attribution of a constructive or destructive interference between 
levels greatly overcomes any change due to the temperature effcct [2] .

The fact seemed relevant enough to encourage deeper studies on the 
role played by all the possible combinations of interference in the mathemat

ical expression of a multilevel formalism.

The Reich-Moore and Adler-Adler 'formalisms did not seem easy to handle 

for a study on the effect of a large number of interference combinations 

among resonances.

The origin of a proper type of interference in a multilevel cross sec
tion representation lies mathematically in the fact that the reduced width 
parameters are signed quantities. Our K fort was therefore devoted to the 

preparation of a multilevel two-channel formula, suitable for computer cal
culations of the interferential effects among resonances as generated by the 

sign attribution. The requirement was attained to reproduce some formulas 

of the above mentioned formalisms, in known cases.

The approach has successively been extended to the multilevel many- 
-channel case [3] . However, a good settlement of such work would require 
further criticism and discussions.



2, EXPKRIKNCES, LIMITATIONS ARD ACHIEVEMENTS IN THE APPLICATION OF 'JllEORY 
TQ RFiSQI.yUD RKSQNANCfi PAP>AMI$TK1*S

In order to estimate tl)e tmlcnown resonance, parameters of some isotopes, 
the up-to-date values of Гу and D observed for nuclides with mass number 
between 45 and 210 were collected.

The Dobs values will be used to compile a systematics of the level 
density parameter "a” , of a Fermi ¿-,as formula. Such a work is now in prog
resa taking into account, the rotational energies of the miclei.

For v/hat conccrnк tho analysis of the experimental daLu, it is our 
opinion that a greater attention must be paid to the evaluation of the re
sponse function oí. thy experimenta) appar.-ilus» and the criticism ou the un
folding method.

For a better resolution of th« widely overlapped resonances the shape 
analysis would bo preferable Iо the area analysis, in order to avoid too 
large errors in the ev>.li«Htion, especially of the neutron widths.

Any effort for the* improvcwonLs of the theoretical approximation (ßreit 
-Wigner, multilevel, cit..) would be unfruitful if the above conditions were 
not satisfied.

The spin-depiMidone.e of the level mean spacing in hafnium isotopes has 
been recently studied by resonance neutron capture experiments (V}.

In order to chock the spin-dependcnce of the s-wavc strength function, 
its values were determined, as deduced from, the analysis of the low energy 
data in the 177 and 179 Hafnium isotopes j_5],

No definite conclusions were reached about the. question (which was 
also touched upon last year at the Helsinki Couference), especially for the 
mentioned uncertainties in the measurements.

4. IMPORTANCE OF RESONANCE INTERFERENCE AND INTERMEDIATE STRUCTURE IN FISSION 
ON THE DOPPLER EFFECT

Following the criteria mentioned in 1, an application was made of the 
multilevel two-channel formula in order to determine the effect in the cross 
section value due to the signs of the reduced width amplitudes [б].

The fortran code PIUME |Y] is now available for the calculation of the 
two-channel case. It utilizes the input rc.al parameters of the R-matrix for
malism. For a direct comparison of thp results, it would be desirable to 
have Reich-Moore and Adler-Adler tested codes.

It is also our need to have the original conversion programs of para
meters for the different formalism, as for example the Gamplex code (Helsinki 
Conf. 1970).

In the evaluation of the importance of resonance interference, single 
and two-level formulas were used in some of the codes set up in Centro di 
Calcolo, which calculate group cross sections in resolved and unresolved 
г *' "■ ’ ‘ *H id description of the codes will be found in the reports



5. REPRESENTATION OF RESOILED AND UNRESOLVED RESONANCE DATA

The resonance cross section representation in the Nuclear Data Files 
is generally provided either in tabulated form or through the parameters 
of a specified formalism.

The tabulated form sometimes requires a very high number of points, 
with some difficulties for the Doppler broadening by numerical methods 
(e.g. TEMPO code) in the resolved region. Moreover, the temperature depen
dence in the unresolved region cannot be calculated. The repetition of da
ta for different temperatures would probably enlarge too much the Nuclear 
Data File.

The parameter representation, in many cases, implies the addition of 
a background value, step-variable. For a correct calculation of the cross 
section temperature dependence the handling criteria of such background da
ta in the Doppler broadening must be given or the determination method ex
plained.

When a choice of the representation is possible, the preference for 
a parameter representation depends, in our opinion, upon the availability 
of standardized codes for the Doppler broadening. An agreement upon the 
procedure for the generation by the mean parameters of the temperature de
pendent cross sections in the unresolved region would be desirable.
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